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Introduction 
 

Please note that the lastest version of this document and all performance materials can be downloaded 

from: 

 

http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com 

 

Description 

 

Bird Concerto with Pianosong requires a Yamaha SY77 synthesiser placed on the piano so the pianist 

can play it at the same time as the piano. The SY77 also triggers sounds on an Akai Z8/S5000/S6000 

sampler. A digital mixing desk takes these signals, together with microphone inputs of all acoustic 

instruments and routes them to a laptop computer. The computer processes the sound with three ring 

modulators and two amplitude modulators, and then spatialises it. A MIDI fader box is used to control 

levels and two joysticks control the spatialisation around the audience with eight to ten loudspeakers. 

 

People 

 

Bird Concerto requires three people to operate the electronics: 

 

Operator Job Skills required 

Mixing console reads score, changes scenes, fades 

channels in/out 

Must be able to read complex score. 

Must have detailed knowledge of mixing 

console. 

Laptop and 

MIDI faders 

reads score, changes cues in 

computer, fades channels in/out on 

MIDI faders 

Must be able to read complex score. 

Must have knowledge of Max/MSP. 

Joysticks reads score, moves joysticks Must be able to read complex score. 

 

All three operators must be familiar with the score before beginning rehearsals. 

 

Materials 

 

All materials are available as a single file called BirdConcMaterials.ZIP. It can be downloaded from: 

 

http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com 

 

BirdConcMaterials.ZIP contains: 

 

File Description 

/SY77/SY77-Bird-concerto.syx Yamaha SY77 sounds as a system exclusive MIDI dump file 

/Akai Folder containing programmes, multis and samples in Akai S6000 

format 

/BirdConcMax Folder containing Max patches and Spat externals/abstractions 

/DM2000 Yamaha DM2000 session file and system exclusive data file for 

Studio Manager 

/BirdConcTechDoch.pdf Latest version of this document 

http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com/
http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com/
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/BirdConc.wav Reference recording in WAV format. 

 

Please note that the following freely-available software applications are required to set up and run the 

various elements of the piece: 

 

 Studio Manager (if using Yamaha DM2000 mixing console) 

 Sysex Librarian (to transfer sounds settings to Yamaha SY77) 

 AkSys (to transfer sounds, multis and programmes to Akai sampler) 

 Max Runtime (to run Max patch) 

 

Equipment specification 
 

PA and monitors 

 

8 x loudspeakers adapted to the hall layout (see layout diagram on page 9). Type: Meyer, D&B, 

Lacoustic or equivalent + controllers and amplifiers. 

 

2 x subwoofers + controllers and amplifiers. 

 

2 x wedge monitors + controllers and amplifiers (monitors for conductor and keyboard player). 

 

The exact number of loudspeakers will have to be finalized according to the size and shape of the hall. 

If appropriate, two additional loudspeakers should be utilised for the rear upper level, connected to 

bus output 10 (upper left rear) and bus output 9 (upper right rear) of the mixing console.  

 

All speakers require EQ control at the mix position. 

 

Mixing console 

 

The console must be digital with the ability to recall snapshots/scenes primarily for routing mixes to 

specific outputs. A fully configured system is available for Yamaha DM2000. The work has also been 

performed using Yamaha PM5D, Digico D5 and Tascam DM4800 but these or other mixers will 

require several hours of preparation and testing time. 

 

The console must have the following i/o configuration: 

 

Inputs  

25x microphone inputs (from 23 mics and 2 DI boxes for synth) 

2x line inputs from sampler 

8x inputs from laptop (line inputs or ADAT depending on audio interface) 

4x inputs from outboard reverb (if using) 

 

Outputs 

8x aux outputs to laptop (line outputs or ADAT depending on audio interface) 

2x aux outputs to conductor and keyboard monitors 

2x aux outputs to outboard reverb (if using) 

8x bus outputs to loudspeakers (plus extra 2x bus outputs for rear left upper and rear right 

upper, if using) 

 

The console must have onboard dynamics and EQ. 
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The mix position should be located within the audience area, central and towards the back. 

 

Lighting for score reading will be required plus two additional power outlets for a computer system. 

There must be enough space next to the console to allow for two engineers, the computer system and 

scores. 

 

Outboard equipment 

 

2x high quality stereo reverb units (e.g. Lexicon/T. C. Electronic). Alternatively, onboard effects of 

approved digital consoles will be adequate. Reverb should be used to help blend the electronic sounds 

with the ensemble. 

 

Microphones and stage feeds 

 

Microphones: please see mixer line list on page 11. The microphone list is generic and equivalent 

high quality microphones may be substituted. 

 

 

From stage 

 

25x audio lines from stage (23 microphones and 2 DI boxes) 

 

An additional line from stage may be required for MIDI line drivers that use an XLR cable to carry 

the MIDI signal. 

 

 

To amplifiers/speakers 

 

12x audio lines from FOH to amplifiers/speakers (10x speakers and 2x monitors). 

 

Synth and sampler 

 

1x Yamaha SY77 or SY99 synth (placed on top of piano in place of music stand) with sustain pedal. 

 

1x Akai Z8/S5000/S6000 sampler. Samples take up 59.3 MB memory. Stereo output required. Placed 

next to mixing console. 

 

Computer system and MIDI setup 

 

1x laptop computer running Cycling ’74 Max or Max Runtime 

 

1x audio interface with 8 inputs and 8 outputs (RME or MOTU recommended) 

 

1x powered USB hub with 4 inputs 

 

1x MIDI fader box such as Behringer BCF2000 (if an alternative is used and does not have a USB 

connection then an additional USB-MIDI interface is required) 
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2x game joysticks – Saitec ST290 or equivalent. If different models are used, then additional software 

drivers may be required. The joysticks should not have springs (in other words, after positioning they 

should stay in that position, not spring back to centre). 

 

1 x MIDI line driver to send MIDI from the SY77 on stage to the Akai sampler at the FOH position 

(such as Phil Rees MLD or Kenton LNDR). If Kenton LNDR is used, a long CAT5 cable will be 

required. 

 

Multiway and Cabling 

 

All necessary interconnecting cables, multiways and power distribution must be provided by the 

sound provider. 

 

Setting up 
 

Equipment should be set up as shown in the wiring diagram (page 10). 

 

Yamaha SY77/SY99 

 

The synth should be placed on the piano in place of the music stand. The sustain pedal should be 

positioned to the left of the piano pedals and taped down. 

 

Sounds/patches should be loaded onto the synth via a sysex MIDI dump. This requires a computer 

with a MIDI interface and MIDI software such as SysEx Librarian. The following file should be 

downloaded into the synth: 

 
/SY77/SY77-Bird-concerto.syx 

 

The synth should output MIDI notes, sustain pedal and programme changes at the MIDI output. 

 

Akai Z8/S5000/S6000 

 

The sampler should be placed within reach of the mixing console. 

 

Multis, programmes and sounds should be loaded onto the sampler using a computer with Akai 

AkSys software. The following folder should be loaded into AkSys and then downloaded to the 

sampler: 

 
/Akai 

 

The sampler should be set up so that it changes programmes when it receives a programme change 

message from the synth. It is played by the synth. 

 

Laptop computer 

 

The laptop, MIDI faders and joysticks should be placed next to the mixing console. 
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The software consists of a Max/MSP patch. The patch requires Spat externals and abstractions which 

are included in the patch distribution folder.  First, ensure the computer has Cycling ’74 Max 6 or 

Max 6 Runtime installed. 

 

1. First copy the following folder to the computer: 

 
/BirdConcMax 
 

Once copied, add it to the Max search path, or place it in the Max application folder. 

 

2. Connect audio interface, joysticks and MIDI faders to computer. Joysticks and MIDI faders 

may require software drivers. If they do, install them before proceeding. 

 

3. Start Max, ensure that audio settings are correct, then load the following files: 

 

BirdConcMax/Dsp-Controlv11Hl.maxpat  (main patch) 

Bird ConcMax/Joystick_ControlHl.maxpat  (joystick input patch) 

 

Once loaded, check there are no errors in the Max window. If there are errors, fix the problem 

then reload the above two patches. 

 

4. Ensure that MIDI faders output MIDI data corresponding to the Max schematic diagram (see 

Appendix C: Max patch schematic, page 14) and confirm that they have the correct affect on 

the corresponding faders in the main patch. 

 

5. Ensure the joysticks are selected in the drop-down menus in the joystick input patch. 

 

6. Turn on audio in Max (with one hand on the laptop return channels on the mixing console just 

in case it is noisy). 

 

Setting up the mixing console 

 

A functioning Yamaha DM2000 session can be downloaded to the mixer using Yamaha Studio 

Manager software. The file is located here within the materials ZIP file: 

 
 /DM2000/BIRD.YSE 
 

A DM2000 system exclusive file is also available here: 

 
 /DM2000/BIRDDM2000.syx 
 

Other mixing consoles can be used providing they meet the required specification (see page 2). If not 

using a Yamaha DM2000, refer to Appendix D (page 15) for routing charts that need to be 

programmed into the mixer and tested well before rehearsals begin as this is a time consuming task. 

 

Aux 9 and 10 (wedge monitor sends) and aux 11 and 12 (reverb sends) are not shown on the mixer 

routing charts. Bus 9 and 10 (rear right upper and rear left upper speakers) are not shown because 

these speakers should only be used if appropriate for the venue. 

 

Levels are shown in a matrix format. Green levels indicate post-fader sends, red levels indicate pre-

fader sends. Bullet points (●) indicate an assignment to a bus or fader group. Blank spaces indicate 

level of -inf dB. 
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There are no direct routings from mics, synth or sampler to loudspeakers. Mics, synth and sampler 

should only be assigned to aux sends, not mixer busses. Only the laptop returns (ch 41-48) and reverb 

returns (if using) should be assigned to output busses. 

 

The sampler left and right channels (ch 29-30) are duplicated  (to ch 31-32). Channels 29-30 are used 

to send sampler to joysticks via the laptop (aux 1 and 2) and these faders should be up throughout the 

piece (balance with ensemble). Channels 31-32 are used to send sampler channels to ring modulators 

in laptop (aux 3, 4 and 5) – these faders are sometimes up, sometimes down. Refer to mixer routing 

charts and the score. 

 

The SY77 is routed only to the joysticks via the laptop (aux 1 and 2). The score indicates when the 

SY77 should be heard. 

 

Faders G1 to G8 (ch 33-40) are only used to control fader group levels, and they correspond to G1 to 

G8 markings in the score. If fader groups are not available, then instead use VCA groups and in this 

case faders G1 to G8 should refer to VCA master faders on the mixing console. Using fader groups or 

VCAs allow one fader to control several input levels that are sent to the computer via aux sends (for 

example, see G1 fader group assignments in scene 7, page 21). 

 

The overall level of electronic sounds can be set at the laptop return channels (ch 41-48) and/or output 

busses 1 to 8. MIDI faders should be used to set level of electronic processes during the performance, 

as instructed in the score. 

 

Performance instructions 
 

Score markings 

 

Mixing console operator 

 

 

MIXER   1   Select mixer scene/snapshot number 1. 

 

G1 ↑   Raise fader G1 on mixing console to 0 dB. 

 

G1 ↓   Lower fader G1 on mixing console to -inf dB. 

 

SY77 cresc.  Increase/decrease level of synth (ch 27-28). 

SY77 dim. 

 

Text beneath mixer fader movement markings in the score refers to the function of a fader at a 

particular time. The routings are set automatically when a scene is recalled on the mixing console. 

The routings are displayed in the score for reference. Full routings for each scene can be found in 

Appendix D: Mixer routings, page 15. 
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For example: 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

Laptop operator 

 

 

LAPTOP   1    

 

 

 

M13 ↑  Raise MIDI fader M13 to maximum. 

 

M13 ↓  Lower MIDI fader M13 to minimum. 

 

 

 
 

 

Joystick operator 

 

Refer to text instructions throughout score. 

 

 

Markings for pianist 

 

 

SY77  A10    
 

 

 

 

 

Further notes 

 

MIDI faders should be used to set level of electronic processes during the performance. The electronic 

sounds should be balanced with the ensemble. 

 

MIDI faders M3 and M4 (RM 1 and 2 index, and RM 3 index respectively) should be in the 

maximum position throughout the performance. 

 

Channels 29-30 (the sampler) on the mixing console should be turned up enough for the sampler to be 

clearly audible throughout the performance. These channels are permanently routed to the laptop (via 

Raise MIDI fader M1 in the shape of the 

envelope. Vertical lines represent approximate 

frequency of amplitude modulation. 

When raised, G1 will route the piano to ring modulator 1 

which is connected to joystick R in the computer. 

Push button A10 on the synth. In addition to selecting a new 

SY77 sound, these button pushes will also transmit programme 

changes to the sampler. For reference, a list of programmes for 

each button can be found in Appendix A: synth and sampler 

preset list, page 13. 

Select laptop preset number 1. For reference, a table of 

parameter values can be found in Appendix B: Max patch preset 

data, page 13. 
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aux 1 and aux 2) where they are spatialised using the joysticks and then sent back to the mixer into 

channels 41-48 (laptop returns). 

 

Channels 27-28 (the synth) should reflect the “SY77” instructions in the score. Despite the SY77 

always outputting sound, it should not always be audible to the audience. The SY77 volume is 

controlled according to the SY77 instructions in the score using the faders of channels 27-28. The 

sampler, on the other hand, should always be audible when there is a sample on a particular pitch to 

be played back. 

 

The sampler is duplicated onto channels 31-32. This is so that the sampler can be sent to the computer 

via aux 3, 4 and 5 on channels 31-32 independently of aux 1 and 2 on channels 29-30. 

 

To avoid having lots of motorised faders making a noise when a new scene is selected, it is advisable 

to place faders G1-G8 and SY77 channels on a remote layer so that they are the only faders visible. 
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Loudspeaker placement 
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Wiring diagram 
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Mixer line list 

Inputs 

 
Ch Instrument Mic/DI Stand Comment 

1 picc/fl KM184 standard + boom   

2 ob KM184 standard + boom   

3 cl1 KM184 standard + boom   

4 cl2 KM184 standard + boom   

5 b cl1 KM184 short + boom   

6 bsn KM184 standard + boom   

7 hrn KM184 short + boom   

8 tpt KM184 short + boom   

9 tbn KM184 standard + boom   

10 perc1 KM184 standard + boom   

11 perc2 KM184 standard + boom   

12 perc3 KM184 standard + boom   

13 xylo KM184 standard + boom   

14 hrp DPA4061 taped inside   

15 acc L DPA4061 taped to instr.   

16 acc R DPA4061 taped to instr.   

17 vln1 DPA4061 string clip   

18 vln2 DPA4061 string clip   

19 vla DPA4061 string clip   

20 vc DPA4061 string clip   

21 cb KM184 short + boom   

22         

23 pf H  KM184 standard + boom  DPA 4061 or contact 

24 pf L  KM184 standard + boom mic may be preferable 

     

25         

26         

27 sy77 L DI     

28 sy77 R DI     

29 akai L line    MIDI from stage 

30 akai R line     

31 akai L from input 29    

32 akai R from input 30    

33 G1     G1-G8 no inputs 

34 G2     (for controlling groups) 

35 G3       

36 G4       

37 G5       

38 G6       

39 G7       

40 G8       

41 mac 1 line/ADAT   From laptop computer 

42 mac 2 line/ADAT   audio interface 

43 mac 3 line/ADAT     

44 mac 4 line/ADAT     

45 mac 5 line/ADAT     

46 mac 6 line/ADAT     

47 mac 7 line/ADAT     

48 mac 8 line/ADAT     
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Outputs 

 

Bus Outputs Label PA/Local Comment 

1 front left lower PA   

2 front center lower PA   

3 front right lower PA   

4 rear right PA   

5 rear left PA   

6 front left upper PA   

7 front center upper PA   

8 front right upper PA   

9 rear right upper PA if appropriate 

10 rear left upper PA if appropriate 

 

 

Aux Outputs Label PA/Local Comment 

1 to laptop 1 local   

2 to laptop 2 local   

3 to laptop 3 local   

4 to laptop 4 local   

5 to laptop 5 local   

6 to laptop 6 local   

7 to laptop 7 local   

8 to laptop 8 local   

9 keyboard monitor stage   

10 conductor monitor stage   

11 reverb send 1 local if appropriate 

12 reverb send 2 local if appropriate 
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Appendix A: synth and sampler preset list 
 

 

Position Button Synth programme Sampler programme Score page 

A -4 A10 PPG LO birds8natPreset 1 

F A12 TUBA birdfragments 12 

R +3 A11 NARROW - birds5natPreset 41 

U -1 A10 PPG LO birds8natPreset 53 

Z A12 TUBA birdfragments 70 

EE A14 PPG Pad 1 birds8counterexp 87 

FF+6 A12 TUBA birdfragments 92 

KK-3 A16 GrandPiano birds.lo Preset 107 

MM+8 A13 Spetrum lowtrans Preset 119 

QQ A15 Koto harm.... Preset 128 

RR+4 A3 HORNCHORDS birds3natPreset 134 

SS+2 A2 openAct2 birds.natPreset 137 

SS+5 A11 NARROW - birds5natPreset 139 

TT+6 A9 NARROW - ending.. Preset 143 

WW-1 B2 TUBA birds9natPreset 153 

XX A1 NARROW - complete.cannons 158 

 

Appendix B: Max patch preset data 
 

 

Position Preset Speaker off RM1 carrier RM2 carrier 

Start 1 5 587 207.65 

F 2 1 293.66 103.82 

R -1 3   293.66 207.65 

U 4 4 293.66 597.33 

Z -1 5 2     

EE -2 6 3 293.66 146.83 

KK +4 7   293.66 207.65 

MM +3 8 4     

PP +1 9   293.66 293.66 

QQ 10 5     

RR 11 3     

WW 12 2     

XX +1 13 1 587.33   

YY -1 14   587.33 146.83 
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Appendix C: Max patch schematic 
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Appendix D: Mixer routings 
 

Please see page 5 for explanatory notes. 

 

Scene 1 
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Scene 2 
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Scene 3 
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Scene 4 
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Scene 5 
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Scene 6 
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Scene 7 
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Scene 8 
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Scene 9 
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Scene 10 

 

 


